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CHARACTERIZATION OF DISTRIBUTIONS WHOSE FORWARD
DIFFERENCES ARE EXPONENTIAL POLYNOMIALS
J. M. ALMIRA
Abstract. Given th1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , htu a finite subset of Rd, we study the continu-
ous complex valued functions and the Schwartz complex valued distributions
f defined on Rd with the property that the forward differences ∆
mk
hk
f are
(in distributional sense) continuous exponential polynomials for some natural
numbers m1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , mt.
1. Introduction
Let Xd indistinctly denote either the set of continuous complex valued functions
CpRdq or the set of Schwartz complex valued distributions DpRdq1. Let f P Xd
and let us denote by τy and ∆
m
h the translation operator and the forward differ-
ences operator defined on Xd, respectively. In formulas, pτyfqpxq “ fpx ` yq and
p∆mh fqpxq “
řm
k“0
`
m
k
˘
p´1qm´kτkhpfq if f is an ordinary function, and τyftϕu “
ftτ´ypϕqu, p∆
m
h fqtϕu “ ft∆
m
´hpϕqu if f P DpR
dq1, ϕ P DpRdq.
We prove that, if th1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , htu spans a dense subgroup of R
d, f P Xd and there
exist natural numbers tmku
t
k“1 such that, for every k P t1, ..., tu, ∆
mk
hk
f is (in dis-
tributional sense) a continuous exponential polynomial, then f is (in distributional
sense) a continuous exponential polynomial. Moreover, for the case of continuous
functions, we characterize the functions f satisfying that ∆mkhk f is an exponential
polynomial for arbitrary sets th1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , htu.
2. The case of finitely generated dense subgroups of Rd
Let us state two technical results, which are important for our arguments in this
section. These results were, indeed, recently introduced by the author, and have
proved their usefulness for the study of several Montel-type theorems for polynomial
and exponential polynomial functions (see, e.g., [1]-[5]). We include the proofs for
the sake of completeness.
Definition 1. Let t be a positive integer, E a vector space, L1, L2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Lt : E Ñ E
pairwise commuting linear operators. Given a subspace V Ď E, we denote by
˛L1,L2,¨¨¨ ,LtpV q the smallest subspace of E containing V which is Li-invariant for
i “ 1, 2, . . . , t.
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Lemma 2. With the notation we have just introduced, if V is an Ln-invariant
subspace of E, then the linear space
V
rns
L “ V ` LpV q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` L
npV q .
is L-invariant. Furthermore V
rns
L “ ˛LpV q. In other words, V
rns
L is the smallest
L-invariant subspace of E containing V .
Proof. Let v be in V
rns
L , then
(1) v “ v0 ` Lv1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` L
n´1vn´1 ` L
nvn
with some elements v0, v1, . . . , vn in V . By the L
n-invariance of V , we have that
Lnvn “ u is in V , hence it follows
Lv “ Lpv0 ` uq ` L
2v1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` L
nvn´1 ,
and the right hand side is clearly in V
rns
L . This proves that V
rns
L is L-invariant.
On the other hand, if W is an L-invariant subspace of E, which contains V , then
LkpV q ĎW for k “ 1, 2, . . . , n, hence the right hand side of (1) is in W . 
Lemma 3. Let t be a positive integer, E a vector space, L1, L2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Lt : E Ñ E
pairwise commuting linear operators, and let s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , st be natural numbers. Given
a subspace V Ď E we form the sequence of subspaces
(2) V0 “ V, Vi “ pVi´1q
rsis
Li
, i “ 1, 2, . . . , t .
If for i “ 1, 2, . . . , t the subspace V is Lsii -invariant, then Vt is Li-invariant, and
it contains V . Furthermore Vt “ ˛L1,L2,¨¨¨ ,LtpV q and dimpV q ă 8 if and only if
dimp˛L1,L2,¨¨¨ ,LtpV qq ă 8.
Proof. First we prove by induction on i that Vi is L
sj
j -invariant and it contains V
for each i “ 0, 1, . . . , t and j “ 1, 2, . . . , t. For i “ 0 we have V0 “ V , which is
L
sj
j -invariant for j “ 1, 2, . . . , t, by assumption.
Suppose that i ě 1, and we have proved the statement for Vi´1. Now we prove
it for Vi. If v is in Vi, then we have
v “ u0 ` Liu1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` L
si
i usi ,
where uj is in Vi´1 for j “ 0, 1, . . . , si. It follows for j “ 1, 2, . . . , t
L
sj
j v “ pL
sj
j u0q ` LipL
sj
j u1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` L
si
i pL
sj
j usiq .
Here we used the commuting property of the given operators, which obviously holds
for their powers, too. By the induction hypothesis, the elements in the brackets on
the right hand side belong to Vi´1, hence L
sj
j v is in Vi, that is, Vi is L
sj
j -invariant.
As Vi includes Vi´1, we also conclude that V is in Vi, and our statement is proved.
Now we have
Vt “ Vt´1 ` LtpVt´1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` L
st
t pVt´1q ,
and we apply the previous lemma: as Vt´1 is L
st
t -invariant, we have that Vt is
Lt-invariant.
Let us now prove the invariance of Vt under the operators Lj (j ă t). Since
V1 is clearly L1-invariant, by Lemma 12, an induction process gives that Vt´1 is
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Li-invariant for 1 ď i ď t´ 1. Thus, if we take 1 ď i ď t´ 1, then we can use that
LiLt “ LtLi and LipVt´1q is a subset of Vt´1 to conclude that
LipVtq “ LipVt´1q ` LtpLipVt´1qq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` L
st
t pLipVt´1qq
Ď Vt´1 ` LtpVt´1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` L
st
t pVt´1q “ Vt ,
which completes this part of the proof.
Suppose that W is a subspace in E such that V ĎW , and W is Lj-invariant for
j “ 1, 2, . . . , t. Then, obviously, all the subspaces Vi for i “ 1, 2, . . . , t are included
in W . In particular, Vt is included in W . This proves that Vt is the smallest
subspace in E, which includes V , and which is invariant with respect to the family
of operators Li. In particular, Vt “ ˛L1,L2,¨¨¨ ,LtpV q is uniquely determined by V ,
and by the family of the operators Li, no matter how we label these operators. 
The following result generalizes Anselone-Koreevar’s Theorem [6].
Lemma 4. Assume that W is a finite dimensional subspace of Xd, th1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , htu Ă
Rd and h1Z`h2Z`¨ ¨ ¨`htZ is dense in R
d. Assume, furthermore, that ∆mkhk pW q Ď
H, k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t, for certain positive integral numbers mk and certain finite dimen-
sional subspace H of Xd satisfying
tď
k“1
∆mkhk pHq Ď H.
Then there exists a finite dimensional subspace Z of Xd which is invariant by trans-
lations and contains W YH. Consequently, all elements of W YH are continuous
exponential polynomials.
Proof. We apply Lemma 3 with E “ Xd, Li “ ∆hi , si “ mi, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t, and
V “W `H , since
∆mihi pW `Hq “ ∆
mi
hi
pW q `∆mihi pHq Ď H `∆
mi
hi
pHq Ď H ĎW `H,
so that V Ď Z “ ˛∆h1 ,∆h2 ,¨¨¨ ,∆htpV q and Z is a finite dimensional subspace of Xd
satisfying ∆hipZq Ď Z , i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t. Hence Z is invariant by translations, since
h1Z` h2Z ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` htZ is dense in R
d. Applying Anselone-Koreevar’s theorem, we
conclude that all elements of Z (hence, also all elements of W YH) are continuous
exponential polynomials. 
Now we can demonstrate the main result of this section:
Theorem 5. Assume that th1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , htu spans a dense subgroup of R
d, f P Xd and
there exist natural numbers tmku
t
k“1 such that, for every k P t1, ..., tu, ∆
mk
hk
f is a
continuous exponential polynomial. Then f is a continuous exponential polynomial.
Proof. Let gk “ ∆
mk
hk
f be an exponential polynomial for k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t. Then we
can take, in Lemma 4, W “ spantfu and H “ τpspantgku
t
k“1q, the smallest
subspace of Xd which is translation invariant and contains tgku
t
k“1, since H is
finite dimensional. 
3. Finitely generated nondense subgroups of Rd
In this section we demonstrate that density of G “ h1Z` h2Z` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` htZ in R
d
is a necessary hypothesis in Theorem 5. Moreover, under the hypothesis that this
group G is not a dense subgroup of Rd, we characterize the continuous functions f
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satisfying that, for a certain finite dimensional spaceH Ď CpRdq and certain natural
numbers nk,mk, k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t, the relations
Ťt
k“1∆
mk
hk
pHq Ď H and ∆nkhkf P H ,
k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t, hold.
For d “ 1, the condition that th1, ...., htu spans a dense subgroup of R
d can be
resumed to: t ě 2 and hi{hj R Q for some i ‰ j. We prove that, if h1{h2 P Q
and m ě 1 then there are finite dimensional subspaces V,H of CpRq such that
∆mh1pV q Y ∆
m
h2
pV q Ď H , H is ∆mhk -invariant (indeed, it can be chosen translation
invariant), and no finite dimensional translation invariant subspace W of CpRq
satisfies V Ď W . To construct these spaces we need to use the following technical
results:
Lemma 6. Assume that f : R Ñ C satisfies ∆mh f “ 0, and let p P Z. Then
∆mphf “ 0.
Proof. For m “ 1 the result is trivial, since the periods of the function f form an
additive subgroup of R. For m ě 2 the result follows from commutativity of the
composition of the operators ∆h (i.e., we use that ∆h∆kf “ ∆k∆hf). Concretely,
∆mh f “ ∆hp∆
m´1
h fq “ 0 implies that h is a period of ∆
m´1
h f . Hence ph is also a
period of this function and ∆php∆
m´1
h fq “ 0. Now we use that ∆php∆
m´1
h fq “
∆hp∆ph∆
m´2
h fq and iterate the argument several times to conclude that ∆
m
phf “
0. 
Lemma 7. Let h ą 0 and assume that g P CpRq satisfies gphZq “ t0u. Then there
exists f P CpRq such that fphZq “ t0u and ∆hf “ g. Consequently, for each m ě 1
there exists Fm P CpRq such that FmphZq “ t0u and ∆
m
h Fm “ g.
Proof. Given g P CpRq satisfying gphZq “ t0u, it is easy to check that the function
fpzq “
$’&
’%
řk´1
j“0 gpx` jhq if z “ x` kh, k P Nzt0u, and x P r0, hq
´
řk
j“1 gpx´ jhq if z “ x´ kh, k P Nzt0u, and x P r0, hq
0 if z P r0, hq
is continuous and satisfies fphZq “ t0u and ∆hf “ g. The second claim of the
lemma follows by iteration of this argument. 
Example 8. Let us now assume that h1, h2 ą 0, h1{h2 P Q , and m P N (m ě 1).
Obviously, there exists h ą 0 and p, q P N such that h1 “ ph and h2 “ qh. Consider
the function φ P CpRq defined by φpxq “ |x| for |x| ď h{2 and φpx ` hq “ φpxq for
all x P R and use Lemma 7 with g “ φ to construct, for each m ě 2, a function
fm P CpRq such that ∆
m´1
h fm “ φ. Take f1 “ φ. Then ∆
m
h fm “ ∆hφ “ 0 for
all m. This, in conjunction with Lemma 6, implies that the space Vm “ spantfmu
satisfies ∆mh1pVmq Y ∆
m
h2
pVmq “ t0u. Obviously, H “ t0u is translation invariant.
On the other hand, Vm is not a subset of any finite dimensional translation invariant
subspace of CpRq, since fm P Vm is not an exponential polynomial (indeed, it is
not a differentiable function).
Let d be a positive integer. If G denotes the additive subgroup of Rd generated
by the elements th1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , htu, then it is well-known [8, Theorem 3.1] that G, the
topological closure of G with the Euclidean topology, satisfies G “ V ‘Λ, where V
is a vector subspace of Rd and Λ is a discrete additive subgroup of Rd. Furthermore,
the case when G is dense in Rd, or, what is the same, the case whenever V “ Rd, has
been characterized in several different ways (see e.g., [7, Theorem 442, page 382],
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[8, Proposition 4.3]). In the next proposition we prove that, under the notation we
have just introduced, if V is a proper vector subspace of Rd, there are continuous
functions f satisfying that ∆mkhk f is a continuous exponential polynomial for k “
1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t but f is not an exponential polynomial.
Proposition 9. Let t be a positive integer, let n1, n2, . . . , nt be natural numbers,
and assume that the subgroup G of Rd generated by th1, h2, . . . , htu satisfies G “
V ‘ Λ, where V is a proper vector subspace of Rd, and Λ is a discrete additive
subgroup of Rd. Then there exist H linear finite dimensional subspace of CpRdq
satisfying
tď
k“1
∆hkpHq Ď H,
and ϕ : Rd Ñ R, continuous function satisfying
∆nkhkϕ P H
for k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t, such that ϕ is not an exponential polynomial on Rd.
Proof. Obviously, we can take rV a vector subspace of Rd of dimension d ´ 1 that
contains V , such that rV ` Λ is not dense in Rd. Observe that for every h in Rd,rV ` h is an affine subspace of Rd which is parallel to rV . Hence, if w0 is a unitary
normal vector to rV , then for every h in Rd, rV ` h “ rV ` sphqw0 for a certain real
number sphq which depends on h. Indeed, if P rV : Rd Ñ Rd denotes the orthogonal
projection of Rd onto rV , then every vector h P Rd admits a unique decomposition
h “ P rV phq ` sphqw0 and, obviously,rV ` h “ rV ` pP rV phq ` sphqw0q “ rV ` sphqw0
Furthermore, as a direct consequence of the linearity of P rV and the uniqueness
of the decompositions h “ P rV phq ` sphqw0, we have that, for all h1, h2 P Rd,
sph1 ` h2q “ sph1q ` sph2q. Hence rV ` Λ can be decomposed as a union of setsŤ
sPΓ
rV ` sw0 with Γ “ tsphq : h P Λu a subgroup of R which is finitely generated
since Λ is finitely generated. Moreover, Γ is not dense in R because rV ` Λ is not
dense in Rd. It follows that Γ “ rZ for certain positive real number r. Hence
rV ` Λ “ rV ` rw0Z
Take h “ rw0, m “ mintnku
t
k“1 and consider the function fm constructed in
Example 8 with h1 “ 1 and h2 “ 2. If we take epxq any exponential polynomial on
Rd, rH “ τpspanteuq the smallest translation invariant subspace of CpRdq which
contains teu, and we define ϕpx ` shq “ epxq ` fmpsq for all x P rV and all s P R.
Let us consider the linear space
H “ tfpP rV pzqq : f P rHu.
Take F pzq “ fpP rV pzqq with f P rH and let v P rV be fixed. Then
F pz ` vq “ fpP rV pz ` vqq “ fpP rV pzq ` vq “ pτvfqpP rV pzqq P H
since τvf P rH , and
F pz ` hq “ fpP rV pz ` hqq “ fpP rV pzqq P H
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It follows that ∆hpHq Ď H and ∆vpHq Ď H for all v P rV . Consequently, if we
define pk P Z by pkr “ sphkq, for k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t, then
tď
k“1
∆hkpHq Ď H,
since
∆hkpHq “ ∆PĂV phkq`sphkqw0pHq
“ ∆PĂV phkqp∆pkhpHqq
“ ∆PĂV phkqp∆
pk
h pHqq Ď H, k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t.
Furthermore, ϕ satisfies that, if z “ P rV pzq ` sh, then
∆mhkϕpzq “
mÿ
i“0
ˆ
m
i
˙
p´1qm´iϕpz ` ihkq
“
mÿ
i“0
ˆ
m
i
˙
p´1qm´iϕpP rV pzq ` sh` ipP rV phkq ` pkhqq
“
mÿ
i“0
ˆ
m
i
˙
p´1qm´iepP rV pzq ` iP rV phkqq `
mÿ
i“0
ˆ
m
i
˙
p´1qm´ifmps` ipkq
“ ∆mPĂV phkqepP rV pzqq `∆mpkfmpsq
“ ∆mPĂV phkqepP rV pzqq ` p∆m1 qpkfmpsq
“ ∆mPĂV phkqepP rV pzqq P H for k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t,
since P rV phkq P rV , epP rV pzqq P H and ∆vpHq Ď H for all v P rV . Thus, for every k
we have that nk ě m, ∆hkpHq Ď H and ∆
m
hk
ϕ P H , which obviously implies that
∆nkhkϕ “ ∆
nk´m
hk
p∆mhkϕq P H.
On the other hand, ϕ is not an exponential polynomial on Rd, since it is not an
analytic function because fm is non-differentiable. 
We now give a description, for the case when V is a proper subspace of Rd
(arbitrary d), of the sets of continuous functions f satisfying that ∆nkhkf P H for
k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t, for a certain finite dimensional subspace H of CpRdq which is ∆mkhk -
invariant for some mk, k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t.
Theorem 10. Let t be a positive integer, let n1, n2, . . . , nt,m1,m2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mt be nat-
ural numbers, let H Ď CpRdq be a linear finite dimensional subspace satisfying
tď
k“1
∆mkhk pHq Ď H.
Further let f : Rd Ñ R be a continuous function satisfying
∆nkhkf P H
for k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t. If the subgroup G in Rd generated by th1, h2, . . . , htu satisfies
G “ V ‘ Λ, where V is a vector subspace of Rd, and Λ is a discrete additive
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subgroup of Rd, then for each λ in Λ there exist a continuous exponential polynomial
eλ : R
d Ñ R such that
fpx` λq “ eλpxq for all x P V.
For the proof of this result, we need firstly to introduce the following technical
result:
Lemma 11. Let pG,`q be a commutative topological group, h1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ht P G and
G1 “ h1Z ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` htZ. Let H be a vector subspace of C
G such that τhpHq Ď H
for all h P G1, and assume that f : G Ñ C satisfies ∆nihif P H for certain natural
numbers ni and i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t. Take N “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nt. Then ∆
N
h f P H for all
h P G1. Moreover, if H is a closed subspace of CpGq, then ∆Nh f P H for all h P G
1.
Proof. The proof follows similar arguments to those used in [4, Theorem 2] and, in
fact, this lemma is a generalization of that result, which follows as a Corollary just
imposing H “ t0u.
Take N “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nt and let h P G
1. Then there exist m1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mt P Z such
that h “ m1h1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `mtht and
∆Nh f “ ∆
N
m1h1`¨¨¨`mthtf “ pτm1h1`¨¨¨`mtht ´ 1dq
N pfq
“ pτm1h1 τ
m2
h2
. . . τmtht ´ 1dq
N pfq
“
“
pτm1h1 τ
m2
h2
. . . τmtht ´ τ
m2
h2
. . . τmtht q ` pτ
m2
h2
. . . τmtht ´ τ
m3
h3
. . . τmtht q
`pτm3h3 τ
m4
h4
. . . τmtht ´ τ
m4
h4
. . . τmtht q ` pτ
m4
h4
. . . τmtht ´ τ
m5
h5
. . . τmtht q
¨ ¨ ¨
`pτ
mt´2
ht´2
τ
mt´1
ht´1
τmtht ´ τ
mt´1
ht´1
τmtht q ` pτ
mt´1
ht´1
τmtht ´ τ
mt
ht
q ` pτmtht ´ 1dq
‰N
pfq
“
“
pτm1h1 ´ 1dqτ
m2
h2
. . . τmtht ` pτ
m2
h2
´ 1dqτ
m3
h3
. . . τmtht
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pτ
mt´1
ht´1
´ 1dqτ
mt
ht
` pτmtht ´ 1dq
‰N
pfq .
Expanding the N -th power, by the Multinomial Theorem, we obtain a sum of the
form
(3)
ÿ
0ďα1,...,αtďN
N !
α1! . . . αt!
tź
i“1
pτ
mi`1
hi`1
. . . τmtht q
αipτmihi ´ 1dq
αipfq ,
where the sum is also restricted by α1 ` α2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αt “ N , which implies that, for
some k P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tu, αk ě nk. In particular, for this concrete k, if mk ą 0, we have
that
pτmkhk ´ 1dq
αkpfq “ pτmkhk ´ 1dq
αk´nkpτmkhk ´ 1dq
nkpfq P pτmkhk ´ 1dq
αk´nkpHq Ď H,
which follows from the assumption that H is G1-invariant and the equation
pτmkhk ´ 1dq
nk “ pτmk´1hk ` τ
mk´2
hk
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` τhk ` 1dq
nkpτhk ´ 1dq
nk .
If mk ă 0, we can apply a similar argument, since we have that
τ´1h ´ 1d “ τ´h ´ 1d “ ´τ´hpτh ´ 1dq .
Consequently, all summands in (3) belong to the vector space H , which proves the
first claim of the lemma. If H is a closed subspace of CpGq and h P G1 then there
exist a sequence tgnu Ă G
1 converging to h and the sequence given by fn “ ∆
N
gn
f
converges to ∆Nh f , which belongs to H since H is closed and gn P H for all n. 
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Proof of Theorem 10. Lemma 3 allow us to substitute H satisfying
tď
k“1
∆mkhk pHq Ď H.
by a finite dimensional subspace rH of CpRdq which contains H and satisfies
tď
k“1
∆hkp
rHq Ď rH.
If we takeW “ spantfu, we can apply again Lemma 3 with E “ CpRdq, Li “ ∆hi ,
i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t, to the vector space M “W ` rH, since
∆nihi pW `
rHq “ ∆nihi pW q `∆nihi p rHq
Ď H ` rH
Ď rH ĎW ` rH,
Hence M Ď Z “ ˛∆h1 ,∆h2 ,¨¨¨ ,∆ht pMq and Z is a finite dimensional subspace of
CpRdq satisfying ∆hipZq Ď Z , i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t. Let V
K denote the orthogonal
complement of V in Rd with respect to the standard scalar product and let PV :
Rd Ñ Rd denote the orthogonal projection onto V with respect to the standard
scalar product of Rd. We define the function F : Rd Ñ R by F pxq “ fpPV pxqq.
Obviously, F is a continuous extension of f|V . Furthermore, if rH admits a basis
tgku
m
k“1, we introduce the new vector space
Ă
H “ spantGku
m
k“1, where Gkpxq “
gkpPV pxqq for all x P R
d. Then, if x “ v`w P Rd with v P V , w P V K, k P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tu,
and j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mu, we have that
∆hkGjpxq “ Gjpv ` w ` hkq ´Gjpv ` wq
“ gjpv ` hkq ´ gjpvq
“
mÿ
i“1
αi,jgipvq, since ∆hkp
rHq Ď rH
“
mÿ
i“1
αi,jGipv ` wq
“
mÿ
i“1
αi,jGipxq.
Thus, ∆hkp
Ă
Hq Ď
Ă
H for k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , t.
Take th˚1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , h
˚
s u Ď V
K such that th1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ht, h
˚
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , h
˚
s u spans a dense sub-
group of Rd. Then if x “ v ` w P Rd with v P V , w P V K, k P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , su, and
j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mu, we have that
∆h˚
k
Gjpxq “ Gjpv ` w ` h
˚
k q ´Gjpv ` wq
“ Gjpvq ´Gjpvq “ 0.
Hence we also have that ∆h˚
k
p
Ă
Hq Ď
Ă
H for k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , s. Anselone-Korevaar’s
theorem implies that all elements of
Ă
H are continuous exponential polynomials on
Rd.
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Let us now do the computations for F . Take N “ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nt. Then
∆NhiF pxq “
Nÿ
k“0
ˆ
N
k
˙
p´1qN´kF px` khiq
“
Nÿ
k“0
ˆ
N
k
˙
p´1qN´kF pPV pxq ` kPV phiq ` rpx´ PV pxqq ` kphi ´ PV phiqqsq
“
Nÿ
k“0
ˆ
N
k
˙
p´1qN´kfpPV pxq ` kPV phiqq
“ ∆NPV phiqfpPV pxqq
“
mÿ
j“1
ai,jgjpPV pxqq since ∆
N
PV phiq
f P rH
“
mÿ
j“1
ai,jGjpxq P
Ă
H.
Here we have used that rH isG-invariant and Lemma 11 to conclude that ∆N
PV phiq
f PrH since PV phiq P V Ď G and rH is a closed subspace of CpRdq, since it is finite
dimensional. On the other hand, ∆h˚
j
F “ 0 P
Ă
H for j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , s. Hence we
can apply Theorem 5 to F to prove that F is an exponential polynomial whose
restriction to V is f|V . Thus, if we set e0 “ F , we have that e0 is a continuous
exponential polynomial on Rd and fpxq “ e0pxq for all x in V .
Now let λ be arbitrary in Λ and we consider the function gλ : V Ñ R defined by
gλpxq “ fpx` λq for x in V and λ in Λ. Then gλ “ τλpfq, so that
∆nihigλ “ ∆
ni
hi
τλpfq “ τλp∆
ni
hi
pfqq P τλpHq Ď τλp rHq Ď rH
Thus we can repeat all arguments above with gλ instead of f to get that, for some
continuous exponential polynomial eλ defined on R
d we have that gλpxq “ eλpxq
for all x P V . Hence, if x P V and λ P Λ,
fpx` λq “ gλpxq “ eλpxq.
This ends the proof.

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